Xenon-based anesthesia: theory and practice

Abstract: Xenon has been in use as an anesthetic for more than 50 years. Although it exhibits some of the properties of an ideal anesthetic, the technical complexity of xenon equipment and the high cost of the gas have prevented widespread use of xenon anesthesia. The main beneficial features of xenon anesthesia are fast induction and emergence because of low solubility in blood and tissues, along with remarkably stable hemodynamics even in patients with impaired cardiac function. Xenon has proven to be a safe and well-tolerated anesthetic in clinical trials. The primary mechanism by which xenon produces anesthesia – antagonism at the neuronal N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor – and the absence of vasodilating effects distinguish xenon from most other inhaled and intravenous anesthetics. In addition, xenon can protect cells from ischemia-reperfusion damage. This effect was demonstrated in myocardium and neuronal cells as well. Myocardial and cerebral infarction sizes after ischemia can be reduced substantially by xenon, even when administered after the initial insult. Because of its high cost, routine xenon anesthesia may be justified only if it is associated with fewer perioperative complications, shorter duration of hospital stay or significant reduction of perioperative risk. Clinical studies to identify a specific group of patients in which these requirements are met are still lacking.
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Introduction

The aim of this review on xenon anesthesia is to give an overview of the current literature on the clinical application of xenon from two aspects: the practical issues of its administration and use, and new data on xenon’s organoprotective properties. This ability to protect especially neuronal and cardiac cells from ischemia and reperfusion damage has been evolving as one of the main issues in xenon research. The present review aims to update current and possible future applications of xenon anesthesia, for professional anesthetists and also for nonanesthetists.

Physics, chemistry and history

Along with the other inert gases krypton and neon, xenon was discovered in 1898 by William Ramsay and Morris W Travers. In honor of this work and its importance for the building of the periodical system of elements, Ramsay was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1904. They named the gas xenon, using the Greek expression for a “strange” or “rare” thing because the quantity found in air was the lowest of all noble gases known at the time: 0.087 parts per million (ppm).

Xenon’s density is 4.5 times, and viscosity is 2 times that of air, making the gas behave somewhat like a fluid compared to other gases present in human airways and
breathing circuits. Belonging to the group of noble gases, xenon is chemically inert under normal biological conditions. In addition, it has the lowest blood-gas and brain-blood partition coefficients of all inhaled anesthetics (see Table 1), which means that the pulmonary equilibration or “wash-in” is complete after a very short time.

The observation that inhalation of noble gases can impair consciousness was made quite a long time ago. When in 1939 Behnke and Yarbrough tested several gas mixtures for submarine use by divers they found that individuals who had inhaled argon appeared drunken. While several other noble gases did not show this effect, they concluded from the physical properties of xenon that its anesthetic effects would be even greater. Consequently, xenon was also not suitable for submarine diving but became a point of interest for anesthetists a few years later. At that time anesthesia was still developing and professionals often had to deal with flammable or explosive agents and severe circulatory impairment, so the search for better and safer anesthetics was ongoing – and xenon was a promising alternative.

The first evidence that the gas could in fact be used for surgical anesthesia was produced in animals by Lawrence and colleagues in 1946 and in patients by Cullen and Gross in 1951. They had already noticed that xenon produced anesthesia without cardiovascular compromise. During the following years, Cullen and co-workers published a large part of the basic research work for modern xenon anesthesia. However, xenon supplies were very limited and the technical problems of administering xenon to patients without losing most of the expensive gas were unsolved which prevented a wide clinical use.

**Xenon techniques**

According to xenon’s high density and viscosity, flow resistance in any tubing including the human airway will be higher than with the other “airway gases”, that is oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and nitrous oxide. This will lead to higher peak pressures when a given tidal volume or flow rate is applied. The phenomenon becomes especially apparent with turbulent flow because in this case, flow resistance depends more on density (4.5 times higher than that of air) than on viscosity (only 2 times that of air). It must be taken into account that most turbulence, and thus the largest pressure gradient, is usually found along the endotracheal tube, so inspiratory pressures within the airway will in fact not increase. However, with short expiratory duration there is a risk of gas trapping which may build up auto-PEEP (positive end-expiratory pressure), because of a lower expiratory flow rate with xenon. In practice, the administration of xenon-containing gas mixtures can be handled by all modern anesthesia machines. The pressures that must be generated to apply common tidal volumes and breathing rates will be within the normal working limits for most adult patients. This does not apply to small children in whom the pressure gradient along the small tube can be extremely high, and some patients with severe pulmonary disease in whom airway pressures are already high without xenon.

The physical properties of xenon also require special flow meters (eg, rotating vane) or correction factors because the often used heated wire will underestimate and the Pitot method will overestimate flow depending on xenon concentration. Monitoring of xenon concentration is mostly based on its thermal conductivity, being quite different from that of other airway gases. An alternative, more accurate method can be based on the speed of sound which is far lower in xenon than in oxygen and nitrogen. Xenon does not impair paramagnetic and galvanic measurements or infrared analysis of oxygen, carbon dioxide and volatile concentrations.

Because limitation of gas expenditure has a high priority when using xenon, a closed circuit anesthesia machine with electronically controlled gas dosage is the best technical solution (eg, the former PhysioFlex, built by Draeger, Germany).

**Table 1** Minimum alveolar concentration for tolerance of skin incision (MAC), for awakening from anesthesia (MAC<sub>awake</sub>) and partition coefficients (logP) between different matters and tissues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Isoflurane</th>
<th>Sevoflurane</th>
<th>Desflurane</th>
<th>N&lt;sub&gt;O&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>Xenon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAC (%)</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>63–71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC&lt;sub&gt;awake&lt;/sub&gt; (%)</td>
<td>0.37–0.43</td>
<td>0.54–0.64</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>30.5–34.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logP&lt;sub&gt;brain/blood&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.13–0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logP&lt;sub&gt;nerve/blood&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logP&lt;sub&gt;fat/blood&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logP&lt;sub&gt;air/gas&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>90.8</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logP&lt;sub&gt;blood/gas&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
However, this is rather expensive, and recently, other manufacturers have come up with semi-closed, electronically controlled systems which are less expensive and probably perform almost as good as the closed circuit (eg, the Tangens 2C by EKU Elektronik, Germany; or the Felix Dual by Taema, France). Advanced electronic controls of flow and gas dosage allow fresh gas expenditure almost as low as in the closed circuit.

Xenon pharmacology
Xenon has hypnotic as well as analgesic properties of which the mechanism is not fully understood. Xenon’s most important effect is antagonism at the neuronal N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor but it is probably not the only one, as other post-synaptic currents are inhibited as well. Activation of the GABA(A) receptor by xenon, however, is the main mechanism of action of most other anesthetics, is not found in humans. Clinically xenon somehow has the features of a “stronger” nitrous oxide (which also is an NMDA antagonist): its minimum alveolar concentration (MAC) value under normobaric conditions is located between 65% and 70% volume, compared to the theoretical 104% for nitrous oxide. However, this is of course still not sufficient strength to use xenon as the sole anesthetic because at least 25% of the airway gas used in anesthesia should be oxygen for safety reasons. Therefore 1.3 MAC, which is generally accepted as the lower limit of surgical anesthesia, can hardly be reached with xenon alone. It has to be mentioned that xenon’s MAC is gender dependent; compared with the range mentioned above which was determined in males, it may be as low as 55% in females. Xenon’s analgesic effect is still under discussion: while some investigators demonstrated antinociceptive action, even stronger than the MAC-equivalent of nitrous oxide, others do not report any difference.

Xenon is not toxic or teratogenic in standard animal models and is not a trigger of malignant hyperthermia. To date, a few more pharmacological effects of xenon have been discovered, mostly related to ischemia and reperfusion phenomena, as described below.

Although xenon donor solutions can be administered intravenously, inhalation remains the best route for administration of the gas. No metabolism of xenon has been demonstrated and the only way of elimination is thus exhalation which, as mentioned above, is faster than with all other inhaled anesthetics.

Clinical use of xenon
Induction of anesthesia
In order to limit the amount of xenon to induce anesthesia, it is desirable to wash out dissolved nitrogen (which would otherwise accumulate in the breathing circuit) as far as possible. This is achieved by having the patient breathe pure oxygen via a tightly fitted face mask for at least five minutes prior to induction. With this technique, even induction by xenon inhalation only is possible. Still, it is somewhat impractical and a much easier way would be to administer one of the common intravenous anesthetics for induction, insert an endotracheal tube and “denitrogenate” the patient before washing in xenon. An example of flow and concentration changes in the closed-circuit system is shown in Figure 1.

Successful use of a laryngeal mask airway with xenon is also reported. The amount of xenon necessary for primary equilibration is about 0.1 L/kg body weight, depending a little on anesthesia circuit and tubing permeability.

Maintenance of anesthesia
With longer lasting xenon anesthesia a significant amount will be taken up by fatty tissue, leading to a whole body xenon content of more than 15 L after 2 hours. Together with diffusion loss via the patient’s skin and respirator tubing, xenon expenditure ranges from 50 to 70 mL/min during steady-state anesthesia. As remaining nitrogen is washed out of the patient and accumulates within the respiratory circuit, it must be eliminated by flush procedures in order to keep the desired xenon concentration.

Because of its low potency, xenon must be combined with a potent opioid analgesic. Fentanyl and sufentanil have been used successfully in practice, but remifentanil is certainly the most interesting choice allowing termination of anesthesia within 5 minutes completely independent of its duration. There is no reason to combine xenon with other hypnotics but volatiles can be used to reach surgical anesthesia, taking into account that their pharmacokinetics will...
determine emergence rather than xenon. It must be noted here that anesthetic actions of xenon and volatiles may be additive for some volatiles\textsuperscript{31} but slightly less than additive for others.\textsuperscript{32} A potentiating interaction or clear antagonism has not been demonstrated.

Xenon has no influence on the effects of nondepolarizing muscle relaxants\textsuperscript{33–35} which can thus be combined according to surgical needs. In any case, xenon concentration should be kept as high as possible. Its MAC<sub>awake</sub><sup>*</sup> ie, the concentration at which half of the individuals will awake from anesthesia, being about 30% volume,\textsuperscript{30} concentrations below 40% are not recommended. One of the main limitations of xenon use is thus any situation which requires an $\text{FiO}_2$ higher than 0.6.

**Emergence from anesthesia**

Several investigators have demonstrated that emergence from xenon anesthesia is faster than with other inhaled or intravenous anesthetics.\textsuperscript{36,37} A European multicenter study confirmed this finding and in addition revealed a better quality of recovery compared to isoflurane;\textsuperscript{27} a newly created “Recovery Index”, which combined earlier extubation and Aldrete scores (a composite of respiratory, cardiovascular and motor function, as well as consciousness and peripheral saturation during recovery from anesthesia) 5 minutes later, was found to be significantly higher with xenon (see Figure 2).

Favorable effects of xenon on recovery are supported by data on postoperative memory and coordination skills in elderly patients which appeared slightly better with xenon than with desflurane.\textsuperscript{38} It is worth mentioning that brain and blood concentrations will decrease to subanesthetic levels over less than 3 minutes after xenon administration is stopped, but about 30% of the whole body content will be eliminated slowly from fatty tissue and exhaled over the following 3 hours.

Xenon’s effect on postoperative nausea and vomiting (PONV) has not been clarified completely. There is at least no evidence for suppression of PONV because it occurred more frequently with xenon than with propofol.\textsuperscript{39,40}

**Anesthetic depth**

While the problem of defining and measuring depth of anesthesia has not been solved in general, it is even more complicated for xenon. The often advocated bispectral index (BIS) has been investigated with xenon and its reliability appears questionable.\textsuperscript{41} Some authors report good correlation with other EEG-based measures of anesthetic depth during steady state but note that the velocity of induction is not demonstrated by the BIS.\textsuperscript{42} This finding is supported by a large number of clinical observations. To date, no systematic investigation on awareness or recall of intraoperative perception has been published. However, informal inquiries show that none of the clinical xenon investigators has encountered such an event. Healthy volunteers of a small study, which included thorough examination for recall after receiving single-agent xenon anesthesia, did not report any memory.\textsuperscript{25}

**Xenon effects on the cardiovascular system**

Back in the early days of xenon anesthesia, it had been already noted that patients receiving xenon presented with a remarkably “stable” circulation. This observation mainly referred to higher arterial blood pressure with less variation when xenon was added, compared to volatile anesthetics alone.\textsuperscript{43} Several investigators have confirmed this finding\textsuperscript{27,44} and also reported higher blood pressure with xenon than with propofol (see Figure 3).\textsuperscript{20,39,45}
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**Figure 2** Emergence from anesthesia (left) and “Recovery Index” (right) (combining Aldrete Score, emergence and extubation times) with xenon ($n = 108$) compared to isoflurane ($n = 109$). Drawn from data of Rossaint et al.\textsuperscript{27}
The mechanism of blood pressure stabilization which may better called absence of hypotension is still being discussed. Some authors have reported increased levels of plasma noradrenaline, others, in contrast, described suppression of adrenaline release and stable noradrenaline levels. Data on autonomic nervous cardiovascular control are even more conflicting: while some authors found marked suppression of heart rate variability, which is a measure of global autonomic control activity, and even a shift towards vagal control, other results are in clear contradiction to these results. Most available data suggest that less suppression of cardiovascular feedback loops together with absence of vasodilating properties probably provides a reasonable hypothesis for the often quoted cardiovascular stability. This would fit with observations of preserved cardiac myocyte, muscle bundle and global left ventricular function with xenon, which is reported from laboratory as well as clinical studies. From a functional point of view, xenon obviously can induce some vasoconstriction leading to a limited decrease of cardiac output, together with a small reduction in heart rate. Although theoretically this should lead to an increase of left ventricular (LV) afterload, no impairment of systolic LV function is reported in animal models or in humans. Interestingly, this holds even for previously impaired LV function as has also been shown experimentally and clinically. With unchanged LV function, a possible cause of a reduction in cardiac output may be reduced right ventricular ejection fraction due to increased pulmonary vascular resistance, which was indeed demonstrated recently in a pig model.

Furthermore, xenon can protect myocardium from ischemia and reperfusion damage. Xenon reduced myocardial infarction size in several animal models, including rodents, dogs and pigs. While even short administration of xenon prior to ischemia (so-called preconditioning) reduced myocardial infarction size in rodents and dogs, it was effective in pigs only during ischemia and reperfusion (see Figure 4). A similar protective effect of xenon is found in right ventricular infarction, and enhanced functional recovery from myocardial stunning is also reported. Several mechanisms have been investigated, including activation of the ATP-dependent potassium channel, mitogen-activated protein kinases and induction of the epsilon isoform of protein kinase C. All of these processes are involved in myocardial protection by ischemic preconditioning and by other anesthetics as well but there seem to be important species differences: while the anti-ischemic effect of short intervals of xenon administration prior to ischemia (ie, “classical” preconditioning) was demonstrated clearly in rats, it was not found in pigs. Ultimately, these processes will inhibit typical symptoms of cellular reperfusion damage, eg, calcium overload and mitochondrial transition pore opening but none of the enzyme inductions reported here have been demonstrated in humans. Accordingly, reductions of infarction size or risk for ischemic events have also not been shown in humans to date.

Xenon effects on the central nervous system

Xenon (with radiolabeling) has been in use as a marker to investigate cerebral perfusion, longer and more widespread than as an anesthetic. With this use, it was noted that xenon itself could influence cerebral blood flow (CBF). Often a global increase in CBF is reported which may
in turn increase intracranial pressure (ICP).71 However, when xenon’s effect was compared to the awake state rather than other anesthetics, global cerebral blood flow was reduced even in monkeys.72 In experimental studies, autoregulation of blood flow was preserved73 and traumatically elevated ICP was not further increased by xenon.74 Looking at humans and in more detail, regional cerebral blood flow during xenon anesthesia is characterized by redistribution from cortical and cerebellar gray to the white matter.75,76 Flow-metabolism coupling is obviously unimpaired by xenon while global cortical metabolic activity is reduced by about 25% compared to the awake state.25

In analogy to its myocardial protection, xenon has an even more pronounced neuroprotective effect. Cell death can be prevented by xenon in a large portion of cultured neuronal cells after total hypoxia.77 The mechanism involves activation of the adenosine-triphosphate activated potassium channel (K(ATP))78 and inhibition of the calcium-dependent metaphase-anaphase transition during the cell cycle.79,80 Accordingly, reduction of cerebral infarction size was demonstrated in murine neuronal cultures,81 and rats in vivo52 where neurological outcome was improved after limited damage. Less cellular damage and some neurologic improvement with xenon were also demonstrated in a pig resuscitation model.53 Moreover, additive protection of xenon and hypothermia after hypoxic neuronal damage was shown recently.84 Quite interestingly, this additive protective effect of xenon was even present after three hours of delay between hypoxic insult and xenon administration.85 Again, clinical studies to demonstrate such favorable effects in humans are still lacking.

**Economic aspects of xenon anesthesia**

Xenon is quite expensive. The cost of 1 L for medical use in Europe is currently €10 to 15. While noble gases are a byproduct of oxygen production by air fractioning, the final purification of xenon is more complex. In addition, the energy input is high and the yield is low because air contains only 0.087 ppm xenon.

Altogether, this adds up to a total cost of €300 for the average 20 L xenon expended for 2 hours of anesthesia. In contrast, the cost for volatile anesthetics for 2 hours would be around €10 while propofol would be about €20. It is obvious that such a large difference in anesthesia cost would be justified only by saving expenses elsewhere. The fast emergence may shorten postoperative monitoring requirements to some extent but real savings can be achieved only if the number of perioperative complications or global perioperative risk can be reduced. If such a reduction, for example, could reduce the average duration of hospital stay or even the need for postoperative intensive care, the cost of xenon would be outweighed easily. Patients at especially high cardiac or neurological risk may in fact benefit from xenon anesthesia. If future clinical studies in one of these groups demonstrate a substantial risk reduction with xenon, the high cost will still be justified.

Another aspect in reducing cost is recovery of the gas after termination of anesthesia, which is generally possible because the only way of elimination is exhalation of the unmetabolized gas – and there will be a xenon concentration of around 50% initially, as opposed to 0.087 ppm in normal air. The technical problems of such a recycling apparatus have already been solved. Scavenging of exhaled gas followed by cooling would facilitate xenon recovery, by the same fractioning process as used in the primary production but with a much higher yield. So far, no system is readily available because clinical use will follow only if larger numbers of patients are anesthetized with xenon.

**Future perspectives**

Xenon exhibits some of the properties of an ideal anesthetic but these are outweighed by its high cost and the lack of clearly defined medical indications. Consequently, only large-scale clinical investigations will identify possible areas for future use. These may be further expanded by the fact that the inexpensive alternative nitrous oxide is a potent, long-lived greenhouse gas, and even volatile anesthetics, being important destructors of the atmospheric ozone layer, may eventually cease to be used.

Furthermore, recent results of studies on xenon’s neuroprotective action are quite promising and it is not unlikely that xenon will become a part of the neuroprotective regimen for patients after an ischemic insult, head trauma or resuscitation.

It should be noted that patient comfort in clinical studies was reported to be excellent,27,38,35 and consequently anesthetists who have xenon gas and techniques at their disposal (xenon has been licensed as an anesthetic in Europe since 2005) will offer it to selected patients as an additional service paid for privately.
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